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This report examines how partnering with external agencies on the administration of
medicines procurement can yield major efficiency gains, by allowing tenders to be run fairly
and contracts awarded to a wide range of suppliers. It analyses the impact of one such
reform in Ukraine since 2015 as well as learning from similar cases in Zambia and Botswana.
Why reform medicines procurement? The benefits
For ministers looking to reform the healthcare system, medicines procurement is a
promising place to start. The overall amount lost to corrupt practices in healthcare is
estimated to be $500 billion annually, and procurement is the biggest risk area. If done
right, reform in this area can deliver tangible benefits to patients and multi-million dollar
savings to a country’s budget relatively quickly, helping to build a wide base of support and
set aside funds for further reforms.
Ukraine’s Ministry of Health achieved efficiency gains across the medicines programme and
a total of 40% in savings for the budget - amounting to over $62m over 5 years. Even in the
first year of using an external agent, more than 75% of medicines were procured at a lower
unit cost than the previous year.
Patients are pleased with improved access to medicines and better health outcomes,
including approximately 4,000 lives saved in stent-related cardio vascular operations alone.
And local and international manufacturers gained access to a sizeable market, without
having to worry about late payments or sudden changes to contracts.
Figure 1: Key achievements in the first two years
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How to reform medicines procurement
Partnering with an external agent – one which already has a strong reputation for
competence and a verified track record - can change incentives overnight and sends a
credible signal to suppliers that the process will be open and competitive.
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